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EZ-RAX
Loading/Unloading Instructions

All Drawings Are For Illustration Only. 
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Improper erection, dismantling or use of Bil-Jax storage units may result in serious 
injury or death!!  Erectors, dismantlers and users of Bil-Jax storage units must read and 
fully understand these Safety Rules and Instructions as well as all federal OSHA, state, 
and local regulations pertaining to this equipment prior to its use.  For any questions 
concerning the proper erection, dismantling, or use of Bil-Jax storage unit, please call 
1-800-537-0540 before use.

WARNING

RACK CAPACITY
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Part Description Qty Qty Qty
Rolling Tower Height: 20’ 15’ 10’
Step Frame - 5’ x 5’ - inserts attached 8 6 4
Diagonal Cross Brace 8 6 4
Caster - 8” 8 8 4
Walkboard - Tuf-N-Lite 3 3 3
Outrigger 4 4 0
Cat-A-Corner Brace 1 1 1
EZ Guard End Panel 2 2 2
EZ Guard Side Panel 2 2 2
EZ Guard Side Toeboard 2 2 2
Gravity Pig Tail Pin 16 12 8
Hinge Pin 8 8 8
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SCAFFOLD TOWER PARTS



1)    Loosen the 10’ strap - attached to ring A and B on the frame side of the rack. Unhook strap from ring 
        A and B and set aside.
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UNLOADING INSTRUCTIONS - EZ-RAX

UNLOADING THE RACK

2)    Loosen the 6’ strap - attached to ring C and D on the caster side of the rack. Unhook strap from ring C
        and unwrap strap from walkbaords and braces. Unhook other end of strap from ring D and set
        aside for future loading. 
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3)    Loosen the second 6’ strap - attached to ring D and E on the caster side of the rack. Unhook strap from
        ring D and unwrap strap from outriggers. Unhook from ring E and set aside. 
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To prevent damage to building overhangs
or canopies, always be aware of the overall

clearance height of the EZ-RAX once it is
loaded on the transport vehicle.

WARNING

1)    Feed end of strap through the lower slot in the
        handle ratchet, coming up from the bottom. Pull
        so more strap is  available.

2)    Hook each end of the strap where needed. Pull
        loose part of strap tight. Then start ratching by
        pulling the larger black handle until tight and secure.  
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INSTRUCTIONS - RATCHET STRAP
NOTE - Once EZ-RAX is unloaded, ensure all straps are together for easy use during loading. 

If the ratchet straps come apart, follow these steps:

4 )    Remove snap pin from the bracket and support tube. Pull bracket out and set aside for future loading.
         Place snap pin back into support bar, so as not to misplace.  

 6'-2 1/2" 

5 )    Remove snap pin from the outrigger latch and rotate open. Place snap pin back into support bar, so
         as not to misplace.  

 45 3/8" W  45 3/8" W 



1)    Remove snap pin from latch to open. Place outriggers on the rack between two supports. Rotate
        latch to hold outriggers in place. Secure latch in place with snap pin. 

 6'-2 1/2" 

 6'-2 1/2" 

2)    Place walkboards, with the underside
        facing out.

 6'-2 1/2" 

3)    Place side panels in front of walkboards. 

 6'-2 1/2" 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS - EZ-RAX

LOADING THE RACK
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 6'-2 1/2"  6'-2 1/2" 

4)    Place side toebords in front of the side
        panels. Slide toeboards into the bottom
        rack pocket. 

5)    Place cat-a-corner brace in front of the
        toeboards and slide into the bottom
        rack pocket. 

 6'-2 1/2" 

6)    Place cross braces in front of the side
        toeboards and on top of the cat-a-corner
        brace. Slide braces into the bottom
        rack pocket.

7)    Place casters in front of the outriggers. Insert
        the stem end into the vertical tube. Secure 
        each in place with a snap pin. 
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 6'-2 1/2" 



 6'-2 1/2" 

8)    Place frames on the other side of the rack on
        the top support arm. Insert the bottom of the
        scaffold frame over the tube to hold in place.

9)    Place end guardrail panels in front of the frames 
         on the lower support arm. Insert the bottom
         of each panel over the tube to hold in place.

10)    Then, remove snap pin from support tube.
          Insert the bracket into the support
          tube. Secure in place with a snap pin.  

11)    Use 10’ strap - attach to ring A and wrap
          across the frames and end guard panels,
          and attach to ring B. Tighten strap.
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 6'-2 1/2" 

 6'-2 1/2" 
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12)    Use 6’ strap - attach to ring C and wrap around walkboards, cross braces, side panels, and
          toeboards and attach to ring D. Tighten strap.
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13)    Use 6’ strap - attach to ring D and wrap around the outriggers, and attach back to ring D.
          Tighten strap.

14)    Check to make sure everything is secure.  

          DO NOT transport if straps are missing or in bad condition. 
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